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ABSTRACT 
 
Capacitive deionization (CDI) is increasingly being considered as a promising 
desalination alternative to reverse osmosis and other well-established technologies, especially 
when it comes to treating low salinity water, such as groundwater. Lifetime and charge 
efficiency (CE) are the two metrics which determine the competitiveness of CDI technologies, 
which is why enhancing design is a major developmental challenge. It is known that ion-
exchange membranes (IEMs) and chemical surface modification contribute to this goal by 
eliminating the effects of co-ion repulsion. Previous research conducted in our lab, showed how 
the use of charged biodegradable polysaccharide compounds, namely chitosan (CS) and 
carboxymethylcellulose (CMC), as anodic and cathodic electrode binders respectively, improved 
charge efficiency and lifetime values of the electrodes in which they were employed, compared 
to a symmetric cell where electrodes were bound with the traditionally used, petrochemically 
derived, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF).  As a means of comparison, surface-modified 
electrodes were also fabricated and their performance assessed when assembling them in another 
CDI unit. The specific salt adsorption (SSA) behavior of the CS-CMC bound cell, combined 
with the cyclic voltammetry (CV) results and SSA at various discharge voltages, suggested the 
binder was enhancing salt adsorption performance and mitigating co-ion repulsion by modifying 
the macrostructure, producing a similar effect to an IEM.  
In this work, we propose a mechanism for the enhanced salt adsorption and charge 
efficiency observed with the charged polysaccharide binders, where a hybrid system composed 
of CDI and MCDI sub-units can illustrate the effects of the improved electrode macrostructure. 
We fit the untreated carbon data using the Amphoteric Donnan Model (ADM) to consider the 
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asymmetry in acidic and basic groups in the pristine carbon surface, which is the main cause of 
co-ion repulsion. The SSA value calculated for this system only differs by 5% from that obtained 
experimentally and charge efficiency shows a similar trend. To simulate impact of charged 
binders on ionic transport within the electrode macropores, MCDI sub-units were introduced. At 
a MCDI surface coverage of 7.5% we observe the co-ion repulsion peak disappears as a result of 
the addition of fixed charge. When decreasing the membrane thickness, thus resembling the 
polysaccharide coating of the carbon, the diffusion timescale across the selective interface is 
significantly reduced, and therefore governs the overall cell behavior by modifying the 
concentration in the flow channel for subsequent units. The model discretizes rapid transport 
across these selective interfaces and slower transport across traditional CDI sub-units, although 
in reality the electrode structure is much more complex and thus differences between the 
simulated results and the actual behavior can find reason in this simplification. Finally, we 
determine that an anode binder pKa should be one log unit greater than the influent pH to make 
the system less sensitive to pH fluctuations. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The World Health Organization estimated in 2017 that 844 million people in the world, 
that is one out of ten, did not have access to clean water (Joint Monitoring Program Report 
2017). Richard Smalley (Rice University) lists water as the second main problem humanity will 
face during the next 50 years, right below energy. Given that there is more brackish than 
freshwater in the world, making desalination technologies more energy and cost effective is a 
promising area of research. Among the most widely employed desalination technologies, 
distillation, reverse osmosis and electrodialysis can be highlighted (Porada et al., 2013). 
Although effective for their purpose, they require high energy inputs. Capacitive deionization 
(CDI) has received increasing amounts of attention when it comes to treating water with a 
salinity content below 10 g/L due to its low energy consumption, and its potential for energy re-
use.  
In CDI cells, the water stream flows through/between two porous, typically carbonaceous 
electrodes, which upon polarization induce the electromigration of ions and their adsorption in 
electrical double layers (EDLs). After some time, the electrodes become saturated, and the cell is 
discharged, releasing a brine stream which can be used, under certain operating conditions, to 
generate an electric current and recycle this energy. 
The two metrics that determine the potential for scalability of CDI technologies are 
charge efficiency and lifetime. Employing ion exchange membranes (IEMs)  and modifying the 
chemical surface charge of the electrodes have been two of the most widely employed methods 
for improving selectivity and charge efficiency (Suss et al., 2015; Gao et al., 2012). Placing 
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membranes in front of the electrodes blocks co-ions from being released into the solution upon 
polarization of the cell. Ideally, one ion salt molecule will be removed from the solution per 
electron transferred between the electrodes, contrary to what happens in traditional CDI, where 
less than one salt molecule will be adsorbed per electron transferred. This effect increases the 
charge efficiency of the desalination process. Additionally, if the cell is discharged with reverse 
polarity, membranes can enhance the depletion of the electrode, hence restoring its capacity for 
the next desalination step (Biesheuvel & Van der Wal, 2010). Membranes typically consist of a 
polymeric backbone which has ions adhered to it: negatively charged groups in the case of cation 
exchange membranes (CEM) and positively charged groups in the case of anion exchange 
membranes (AEM). These groups constitute “nondiffusible fixed charges”, and according to the 
Donnan exclusion principle they control the distribution of ions in the membrane and in the 
phase adjacent to it (Sarkar & Sengupta, 2010), through the creation of an equilibrium potential 
(Xu, 2005). Surface modified carbons expand the voltage operating window of the electrodes by 
shifting the potential of zero charge (PZC). Provided this parameter corresponds to the 
polarization value at which the electrode will exhibit minimum capacitance, the electrode’s 
counter-ion adsorption capacity is improved while leaving the charge necessary to achieve it 
unchanged. These phenomena lead to increased CE values, as well as higher SSAs.  
Although effective, these methods increase the systems cost due to the high prices of 
IEMs (Yan et al., 2018) and the resource intensity of carbon surface modification. Therefore, 
there is a clear need for alternatives that achieve the same objectives while being more 
economical if CDI is operation is to be positioned in the operative region where it can become 
competitive with RO, for example (Figure 1) (Hand et al., in prep.). Polysaccharide binders such 
as CS and CMC provide an economically and environmentally feasible alternative given that 
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their employment does not suppose the use of organic solvents, and are comparatively cheap to 
IEMs and reactants used for carbon modification. Recent work in our lab has shown how the 
incorporation of these biodegradable binders increased CE and SSA almost three times compared 
to a cell bound with PVDF, rendering them a viable alternative for enhancing performance. 
 
Figure 1. Estimative comparison between CDI, MCDI and RO (Hand et al., in prep.). It is concluded that 
for CDI technologies to become economically viable at a large scale, lifetime and charge efficiency need 
to be in the area shaded blue in Figure b. 
 
Understanding the principles that govern the CDI process is as important as finding 
materials that are suitable for the cells operation. Recent work on molecular dynamics for 
example, has shown how the nanostructure can play a fundamental role when determining the 
passage of water molecules or ions (Zhang et al., 2017). It is therefore evident, how applying a 
mechanistic approach can reduce the randomness of trial and error when employing new 
materials or designing new cell architectures. Several models have been developed over the years 
to explain the adsorption process in porous carbon electrodes (Hemmatifar et al., 2015). The 
latest are based on the Donnan theory, where electrical double layers are highly overlapped and 
so the potential can be assumed to be constant inside the electrode micropores, where adsorption 
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takes place (Biesheuvel et al., 2011). A recent modification of the Donnan model accounted for 
fixed chemical charge on the carbon surface, which is normally assumed to be perfectly balanced 
(Biesheuvel, 2015). In this work, we advance the understanding of ionic flux in electrode 
macropores when binders with fixed charge are used, by proposing a mechanism through which 
the polysaccharide binders enhance CDI performance. We introduce asymmetry in the fixed 
chemical charge to assess the impacts of this imbalance in SSA and CE, and assess the binders’ 
impacts on the macrostructure by simulating transport with an intercalation of CDI and MCDI 
sub-cells. We fit the data of the as-received carbon system bound with PVDF, carbon bound with 
polysaccharides as well as surface modified carbon electrodes, concluding with a suggestion to 
leverage the potential of charged polysaccharide bound electrodes to make the system insensitive 
to pH fluctuations.  
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Current and Future Challenges of the Water-Energy Nexus  
 
Current exponential population growth comes associated with a consequent increase in 
resource consumption, specifically energy and water. As populations continue to grow and 
prosper economically, the energy consumption per capita increases. Energy production requires 
water, and similarly, water services require energy. Withdrawals of water destined to power plant 
cooling, fuel extraction and processing surpass all those of any other industry in the United 
States, while the water sector consumes 12.6% of all energy production (Tidwell, 2016). Also, as 
a result of climate change, water supplies are projected to decline (National Climate Assessment, 
2014), and it is expected that by 2025, 3.5 billion people in the world will live under water-
stressed conditions (Service, 2006). The major flaw in policy making regarding these two 
resources is that they are usually treated independently of one another, which introduces 
vulnerabilities as the limitations in one sector have direct consequences in the other (Stillwell et 
al., 2011). The 2011 drought in Texas, is illustrative of all these points: 100 days of temperature 
above 100°F resulted in record electricity demand and reservoir levels below what had been 
experienced historically (Scanlon et al., 2013).  
A systemic approach is therefore needed to develop policies, processes and analytical 
tools that contemplate the interdependencies between the two sectors. In the water sector, 
conservation efforts have increased and major improvements have been made on infrastructure, 
but these measures only serve for optimizing use, rather than increasing supply; which is why 
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desalination and reuse seem like sensible solutions to ensure freshwater availability (Elimelech 
& Phillip, 2011). However, when breaking down the total cost of produced water, energy 
accounts for around 50% of the total cost (Al-Karaghouli & Kazmerski, 2013), thus shedding 
light on the fact that energy optimization in water desalination technologies is a potential ground 
for innovation. 
 
2.2 Overview of Desalination Technologies 
 
2.2.1 Distillation 
Distillation is one of the oldest desalination processes and makes use of thermal energy to 
separate water from the dissolved ions, based on the fact that water is volatile, and ions are not. 
The two most common types of distillation processes are multi-effect distillation (MED) multi-
stage flash distillation (MSF). In MED, heat is transferred from steam condensation to the feed 
solution in a series of effects (Van der Bruggen & Vandecasteele, 2002). The main problems 
encountered when using this technology is scaling of the surfaces as accumulation of salt creates 
heat transfer resistances with time which make the process more energy intensive (Table 1), and 
corrosion. MSF is mainly used for seawater desalination and consists of a “series of flash 
chambers where steam is generated from seawater at a progressively reduced pressure”, and later 
on condensed. 50% of the world’s desalination water production is obtained through this 
technique in the Persian Gulf (Semiat, 2008). One of the main advantages of MSF as opposed to 
MED, is that scaling does not occur, as heat is not transferred through conducting surfaces, and 
its relative operation simplicity. 
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Table 1. Comparison of the total capacity and energy consumption of different desalination sources (Al-
Karaghouli and Kazmerski, 2013). 
 
Property MSF MED SWRO BWRO ED 
Capacity (m3/d) 50 k – 70 k 5 k – 15 k Up to 128 k Up to 98 k 2 – 145 k 
Total electricity consumption 
(kWh/m3) 
19.58 – 
27.25 
14.45 – 
21.35 4 - 6 1.5 – 2.5 
2.64 – 5.5 
0.7 – 2.5 at 
low TDS 
Product quality (ppm) ~10 ~10 400 - 500 200 - 500 150 - 500 
 
 
2.2.2 Reverse osmosis 
Reverse osmosis (RO) is a desalination process which employs pressures higher than the 
osmotic pressure of the feed solution, to enable water passage through a semi-permeable 
membrane, leaving ions behind in what is called the concentrate. There are two branches in 
reverse osmosis operation: sea water (SWFO) and brackish water (BWFO) desalination. The two 
differ mainly in the kind of pretreatment required, the applied pressures and the kind of fouling 
they are prone to (Greenlee et al., 2009). The greatest improvements in efficiency have been 
achieved through membrane design optimization (Peng Lee et al., 2011) and energy recovery 
systems connected in line with the concentrate (Ghaffour et al., 2013). Reverse osmosis is highly 
versatile in terms of the water salinity and feed water composition, obtaining high production 
rates and efficiencies, which makes this technology the most widely used nowadays for 
desalination (Figure 2). The drawbacks associated with this technology include membrane 
fouling, which brings the necessity of adding a pre-treatment phase before subjecting the 
membrane to the feed water. 
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Figure 2. Breakdown of the total capacity of installed thermal and membrane processes in 2012 (Ghaffour 
et al., 2013). 
 
2.2.3 Electrodialysis 
Electrodialysis (ED) is a separation process based on ion transport through ion exchange 
membranes induced by applying an electric field. It is mainly used for desalination from brackish 
water sources, typically in small to medium sized plants (Strathmann, 2010). Most ED devices 
are composed of a stack of parallel IEMs, to achieve higher removals. ED is mainly used for 
treating brackish water, since its advantages can only be leveraged with a certain feed water 
composition (Strathmann, Stuttgart University). The main drawback of electrodialysis is that 
uncharged species are not removed from the feed, and for high salinity waters the energy 
consumption is too high to be competitive with other alternatives, although it is at salt 
concentrations up to 3000 ppm (Fritzmann et al., 2006). Also, as in every process that employs 
membranes, they are subject to scaling and fouling. 
Variations of this technology include Reverse Electrodialysis (RED) used to mix two 
different water streams with different concentration, with the goal of obtaining energy (Veerman 
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& Vermaas, 2016). While ED uses electrical energy with a separation goal, RED generates 
electricity. 
 
2.3 Capacitive Deionization technologies 
 
Capacitive deionization has existed since the 1960s. It has recently received lots of 
attention, due to its low energy consumption and high achievable efficiencies when treating 
brackish and surface waters (Oren, 2008). Under certain operation conditions, it is also possible 
to recover energy (Długołęcki, & van der Wal, 2013). Desalination occurs when polarizing a set 
of porous carbon electrodes, where ions are adsorbed and stored in EDLs. An overview is given 
in order to understand the current state of the technology, and gaps for potential development. 
 
2.3.1 CDI performance metrics 
To publish advancements in the technology development, the CDI community has agreed 
on establishing the following metrics as performance assessment parameters (Suss et al., 2015): 
• Salt adsorption capacity (SAC) or most recently, salt specific adsorption (SSA) 
[mg/g]: mass of salt removed from feed water divided by the electrode mass. 
• Average salt adsorption rate (ASAR) [mg/g/s]: Provides information on the rate of 
salt adsorption. The convention is to divide the total salt mass removed by the total electrode 
mass (both anode and cathode added) and the total adsorption/desorption cycling time. 
• Kim-Yoon diagrams: Plot of ASAR vs SSA. These plots help determine the optimal 
point of operation, which will result from the maximum product of both parameters. They also 
illustrate under which operating conditions the system is mass-transfer or reaction rate limited. 
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• Charge storage capacity: Corresponds to the total amount of charge the system can 
store, and it is simply the conversion of salt adsorbed to Coulombs.  
• Charge efficiency: Ratio of adsorbed salt over charge applied. It is one of the most 
important metrics when rendering these technologies scalable and competitive.  
 
2.3.2 CDI cell architectures 
2.3.2.1 Flow-by and flow-through CDI 
The most traditional CDI cell is the “flow-by” cell (FB CD) which consists of two 
parallel carbon electrodes separated by a spacer, where the feed solution flows in between the 
electrodes in the axial direction (Suss et al., 2015). Typical CE values for CDI cells are 0.5-0.8 
(Kim et al., 2015). Flow-through electrode capacitive desalination (FTE CD) was later on 
incorporated since it was proved that the charging process occurred more rapidly if the feed 
solution went through the electrodes, i.e. flowing in their normal direction, aligned with the 
electric field (Avraham et al., 2009). This architecture reduces both the desalination time (4-10 
times higher than FB CD) and can desalinate feed with higher concentration per charge (Suss et 
al., 2012). The system’s resistance is reduced as well by eliminating the need for a separator. The 
major limitation in designing these electrodes comes from finding a material that is porous 
enough to allow the fluid to be transported without the need of a high pressure gradient, while 
still having a high microporosity to exhibit high salt storage, which is why research efforts have 
been focusing on developing hierarchical structures that reunite all desired characteristics (Zhao 
et al., 2016).  
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2.3.2.2 Membrane Capacitive Deionization (MCDI) 
A big leap was made in CDI performance with the addition of IEMs to the cell: an anion 
exchange membrane in front of the anode, and a cation exchange membrane in front of the 
cathode. Incorporation of membranes has shown to increase salt removal by 20% compared to 
CDI (Biesheuvel et al., 2011), as well as charge efficiency (Zhao et al., 2012). The amount by 
which these two metrics are improved is dependent upon several factors, among which the AR-C 
characteristics, influent salt concentration, operation parameters can be distinguished, but in 
general, CE in MCDI can be four times higher than in CDI (Zhao et al., 2013). The reasons 
behind the increase in performance are that membranes provide charge selectivity and mitigate 
parasitic current due to co-ion repulsion (Suss et al., 2015) and by blocking the passage of co-
ions, the macropores in the carbon serve as additional storage space (Tian et al., 2014). They also 
represent a physical barrier to oxygen reaching the cathode (Tang et al., 2017), which is known 
to unleash a series of Faradaic reactions which produce the oxidation of the anode and a 
progressively decaying performance of the cells. IEMs have also been added in the form of 
coatings on the carbon surfaces, given that this approach diminishes the system’s resistances 
(Porada et al., 2013). Specific capacitance has been reported to increase by up to 30% when 
employing coated membranes (Kim & Choi, 2010). A recent work, also illustrated the effects of 
coating the electrodes with a polyelectrolyte layer (Ahualli et al., 2017), acting as a selective 
barrier at the flow channel, electrode interface. Although resistance indeed decreased in this 
system, the mechanistic approach presented aligns well to the experimental data up to a certain 
point, after which experiment and theory diverge. 
IEMs have also been introduced as electrode binders (Jain et al., 2018), reaching CE 
values around 90% and SSAs of 14 mg/g compared to 5-13 mg/g observed in conventional CDI. 
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The potential for these crosslinked PVA-bound electrodes had already been realized previously 
(Park & Choi, 2010), where the specific capacitance was shown to increase compared to 
hydrophobic PVDF-bound electrodes due to increased wettability.  
 
2.3.2.3 Flow electrodes 
The next major modification in CDI cells came with the incorporation of flow electrodes, 
where a slurry of carbon particles is employed instead of having them in a compacted manner. 
The main advantages of using flow electrodes is that the cell does not require a discharge step 
and its potential for scalability given its continuous nature (Jeon et al., 2012). In flow electrode 
capacitive deionization (FCDI) the electrodes have infinite ion adsorption capacity, and the 
supplied energy can be recovered up to 20% using an external circuit when operating the system 
under constant current (Jeon et al., 2014).  
 
2.3.2.4 Inverted CDI 
A system where the anode possessed net negative charges and conversely, the cathode 
possessed net positive charges was fabricated and an opposite behavior to normal CDI operation 
was observed in this inverted CDI cell (i-CDI) (Gao et al., 2014). This operation increased 
lifetime values up to 530% compared to a traditional CDI system, due to the reduction in the 
anode’s feasibility for oxidation. 
 
2.3.3 Introduction of polysaccharide compounds as electrode binders 
Fabrication of electrodes requires binders that hold the active material and conductive 
additives, providing stability and adhesion to the current collector. Poly-vinylidene fluoride 
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(PVDF) is the most widely used polymer for binding activated carbon particles but is high in cost 
and requires organic solvents to be incorporated into the active material matrix (Chai et al., 
2013). CS and CMC had been used effectively in Li-ion batteries improving Coulombic 
efficiency and cycling stability (Chai et al., 2013; Li et al., 2007). In addition to the increased 
performance, these binders possess the advantage that they are soluble in innocuous substances 
for the environment, namely, water and acetic acid. 
Work conducted previously (Kim et al., in prep), assembled an asymmetric CDI cell, 
where the anode was bound with CS and the cathode with CMC; a system referred to as CS-
CMC. The system’s performance was compared to a cell assembled with electrodes made with 
as-received carbon (AR-C) and bound with PVDF, a system denoted AR-PVDF, and a surface 
modified carbon cell, which employed an aminated anode (Am) and an oxidized (Ox) cathode, 
whose denomination was Am-Ox. Desalination experiments and charge efficiencies calculations 
showed considerable improvements in the polysaccharide bound system compared to AR-PVDF 
(Figure 3a & 3b), although the mechanisms for salt adsorption differed from the ones both the 
AR-PVDF and Am-Ox systems exhibited (Figure 3c). The CS-CMC system did not shift the 
electrode’s PZC, but it did shift the operating voltage window, suggesting the binder was 
increasing the electrosorption capacity of macropores (Figures 4a & 4b). However, a decrease in 
performance was observed when changing the influent pH, and thus inducing the deprotonation 
of CS and loss of fixed charge in the anode, pointing towards the need of a binder with a higher 
pKa than CS to realize the full potential of the employment of charged binders. 
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Figure 3. (Kim et al., in prep.) (a) Desalination cycles for AR-PVDF, CS-CMC and Am-Ox systems. (b) 
Comparison of charge applied to each of the configurations. (c) Comparison between cumulative salt 
adsorption. The linear part of the binder system reflects MCDI behavior. 
a) b) 
c) 
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Figure 4. (Kim et al., in prep.) (a) PZC analysis of binder system and AR-PVDF. The CS-CMC system 
increases capacitance while preserving the AR-C PZC. (b) Variation of the discharge voltage between the 
different systems. The CS-CMC cell shifted the discharge voltage while preserving PZC, an indication 
that the macropores adsorption capacity is enhanced. 
 
2.3.4 Constant current vs constant voltage operation 
CDI cells can be either operated by applying a constant voltage (CV) during a fixed cycle 
time or a constant current (CC) which is reverted once the electrode reaches a certain potential. 
CV operation has an initial high adsorption rate due to the strong initial applied potential 
gradient, which decreases gradually as the electrodes become saturated. In CV operation the 
voltage is low in the beginning, and thus SSA is slow and increases linearly with time as the cell 
voltage increases (Kang et al., 2014). CC mode can produce a more constant ion concentration in 
the desalinated stream (Zhao et al., 2012), and it also consumes less energy than CV operation, 
for there is less dissipation of energy through resistive components (Qu et al., 2016) and the time 
the cell spends at voltages prone to unleash Faradaic currents can be controlled.  Finally, one of 
the main differences between the two operation modes is the possibility of recovering energy in 
CC operation. Up to 83% energy recovery was achieved in an MCDI cell when operating under 
CC conditions (Długołęcki, & van der Wal, 2013). 
a) b) 
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2.3.5 Adsorption models for porous electrodes 
Understanding the principles that govern adsorption is complementary to designing new 
cell architectures and employing new material approaches to enhance the technology 
performance. Following, a summary of the theory evolution in CDI is presented. 
 
2.3.5.1 Helmholtz theory 
The simplest model for ion adsorption on a polarized surface is the Helmoltz model. In 
this model, the surface charge on the electrode is compensated by a plane containing equal 
number of charges from the electrolyte but of opposite sign (Figure 5a). This inner Helmholtz 
plane is located at a distance d from the surface, equal to the radius of the ionic species. The 
potential drop exhibits a linear behavior with distance and thus it predicts a constant capacitance 
value (Bard & Faulkner, 2000). This model would predict CE values in CDI systems equal to 
unity, which is certainly not aligned with the values below 100% efficiency obtained 
experimentally (Suss et al., 2015). 
 
2.3.5.2 Gouy-Chapman model 
Gouy and Chapman (GC) later proposed a model where a diffuse layer was formed 
adjacent to the electrode surface, given that due to Brownian motion and the attraction/repellent 
effects of surface polarization a considerable thickness in solution may be needed to 
counterbalance the electronic charge. The ionic density would be the greatest close to the 
electrode surface, and decrease with increasing distance from the solid. This suggests that the 
capacitance is not constant but rather a result of the potential and concentration, which in turn 
affects the distance ions will be found from the surface. The potential in this model exhibits an 
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exponential decay instead of a linear one (Figure 5b). However, this model fails to predict 
experimental systems accurately, by overestimating the capacitance and by assuming the ions in 
the electrolyte are point charges (Zhang & Zhao, 2009). 
 
2.3.5.3 Gouy-Chapman-Stern model 
To account for the fact that ions have indeed a finite size and therefore, cannot approach 
the surface at a distance smaller than their ionic radius, Stern introduced a modification in GC 
model leading to the formulation of the Gouy-Chapman-Stern (GCS) model. This modification is 
the inclusion of the Outer Helmholtz Plane (OHP), regarded as the plane of “closest approach”, 
which is especially important at large polarizations and high electrolyte concentrations, when the 
system behavior starts resembling Helmholtz’s approach. The capacitance is comprised of two 
serial contributions: i) a Helmholtz or compact layer capacitance where the potential drop is 
linear, and ii) a diffuse layer capacitance that varies in a V-shaped fashion (Figure 5c) (Bard & 
Faulkner, 2000; Zhang & Zhao, 2009). 
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Figure 5. Representation of the different EDL adsorption models. (a) Helmholtz model, (b) GC model,  
(c) GCS model. 
 
2.3.5.4 Donnan model 
The principle behind Donnan equilibrium establishes that potential differences arise on 
interfaces when charge is selectively being exchanged, and that these potential differences can be 
calculated from electrochemical potentials (Bard and Faulkner, 2000). 
The GCS model proved to be successful in describing equilibrium data for porous 
electrodes; however, when attempting to model transport, the model fails due to the assumption 
that the diffuse layer is several orders of magnitude greater than the Debye length (Porada et al., 
2012). In the carbon electrodes used for CDI, it has been proven that micropores (less than 2 nm 
in diameter) are responsible for achieving high desalination capacity (Biesheuvel et al., 2014). In 
these micropores, diffuse layers are strongly overlapped, and therefore it is valid to make the 
Donnan assumption that the electrolyte inside the carbon particles has a constant electrical 
potential (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Modified Donnan model (Biesheuvel et al., 2014). It can be seen that in the case of constrained 
environments, such as a carbon micropore, the EDLs overlap strongly, and thus the potential can be 
assumed to be constant (dotted purple line). 
 
2.3.5.5 Modified-Donnan model 
However, due to the existence of adsorption when the carbon was not polarized, a 
modified Donnan (m-Donnan) model was proposed, introducing a chemical attraction energy for 
the ion when it transfers from outside to inside the carbon particles, which is necessary to obtain 
a better fit of the theory to the experimental data (Guyes et al., 2017). This term is a “non-
electrostatic attraction of the ion into the micropores” (Porada et al., 2012). 
 
2.3.5.6 Amphoteric Donnan model (ADM) 
To explain adsorption under no polarization conditions as well as to depict CDI behavior 
when the electrodes surface is chemically modified, the amphoteric Donnan model (ADM) was 
introduced, representing in a more accurate way than the mD model, the data on the carbon 
surface characteristics (Biesheuvel, 2015). Two micro-regions are differentiated: acidic and 
basic, which exhibit opposite polarity, since negative charges on the carbon surface may exist as 
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a result of carboxylic groups, whereas basic groups may exist due to aminated groups or carbon 
basal planes proton adsorption (Boehm, 1994). In this model, a charge balance inside the 
micropores is incorporated, in which the electronic, ionic and chemical charge are perfectly 
balanced in both regions (Gao et al., 2016). 
 
Although these models have been successful in accurately depicting CDI operation, the 
behavior observed when introducing polysaccharide binders could not be accurately explained. It 
is therefore evident that constant innovation in electrode design requires broadening of the scope 
of current CDI models. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS 
 
3.1 Modeling approach 
 
3.1.1 General considerations and assumptions 
To model the different carbon-binder electrode configurations, the cell was divided into 
sub-cells and a stirred tanks-in-series model used to simulate the fluid dynamics each stirred tank 
(section 3.2.6, Figure 1). At the end of every cell a transport equation was used to account for the 
fact that the conductivity measurements are made some time after the effluent has left the cell, 
and some mixing may occur during this process. The number of units was determined by varying 
this parameter until obtaining a good fit to the experimental data. The accuracy of the fit was 
determined by calculating both the SSA and CE of the experimental and modeled curves. To 
model adsorption, the ADM model was used to account for fixed charge in the carbon 
micropores.  
Several assumptions hold for all the systems analyzed, namely: 
- Cathode and anode are symmetric in terms of their mass, porosity and fixed 
charge 
- The electrolyte is symmetric, and the ionic species have equal ionic diffusivities 
- Flow channel and electrodes are well-mixed volumes 
- The Ohmic resistance is negligible compared to the ionic resistance 
- There is a fixed leakage current which has been determined experimentally and 
held constant throughout the simulations 
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- No other species are generated from the Faradaic reactions taking place 
- When more than one cell was added in series, the leakage current measured from 
the experiments is distributed proportional to the projected area each sub-cell possesses. 
- pH is assumed to be constant throughout the operation, and equivalent to the 
influent pH set in the experiments. 
- IEM’s have been assumed to possess the same fixed charge and to be equally pH 
dependent, thus avoiding the complexity that asymmetric salt adsorption would imply. 
 
Simulations were carried out using COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3 software. For modeling 
each desalination unit, a General Form PDE interface was employed.  
 
3.1.2 Equilibrium 
The main implication of modeling CDI equilibrium accurately is the correct prediction of 
a co-ion repulsion peak, for it is the adsorption characteristics of the carbon at equilibrium that 
determine the amount of ionic charge that is stored without the passing of current. In this state, 
the Donnan and Stern potential are equal in magnitude, and so is the current in both anode and 
cathode. The system of equations is completed by establishing the ADM charge balance in the 
micropores. In the expressions that follow, A will refer to anode and C to cathode. 
Since the electrodes are not polarized the following relationship holds: 0 = 𝐸$ − 𝐸&   
Where, 𝐸' corresponds to the voltage value of each electrode. 
The above expression translates into:  0 = ∆𝜙*+,,$ + ∆𝜙/0,$ − 1∆𝜙*+,,& + ∆𝜙/0,&2  
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∆𝜙*+,,' and ∆𝜙/0,' are the Donnan and Stern potentials of each electrode, which can be 
defined as: ∆𝜙/0,' = 34546,7	9&:;<   
 ∆𝜙*+,,' = −𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ B37CD76,7E	&FG H  
In the micropores, the ADM model establishes that: 𝜎JKJL,' + 𝜎'MN'L,' + 𝜎LOJP,' = 0        (1) 
In equation 1, 𝜎JKJL,', 𝜎'MN'L,' and 𝜎LOJP,' are the electronic, ionic and fixed chemical 
charge densities inside the micropores. 
There should be no current flow at equilibrium, therefore: 𝑚$	𝑝P',$	𝜎JKJL,$ + 𝑚&	𝑝P',&	𝜎JKJL,& = 0  𝑚'	𝑝P',' makes reference to the mass times the microporosity of the electrode. 
The relationship between both regions was established by understanding that the potential 
drop across the electrical double layer in both regions needs to be the same (Dykstra et al., 
2017): ∆𝜙*+,,$ + ∆𝜙/0,$ = ∆𝜙*+,,S + ∆𝜙/0,S       (2) 
 
3.1.3 AR-PVDF cell simulation 
The untreated carbon was simulated considering the fixed charge asymmetry on its 
surface: an imbalance in acidic and basic groups, which is most commonly neglected in ADM 
models due to the complexity added to the system when introducing more unknown variables. 
The fixed charge imbalance on the carbon surface however, is the main cause of co-ion repulsion 
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and its accurate representation contributes significantly to understanding the desalination 
performance of CDI cells.  
The CDI sub-units where modeled as follows: 
For the flow channel, Nernst-Planck equations for Sodium and Chloride were added to 
arrive to a global concentration, potential independent equation (Newman & Thomas-Alyea, 
2004) that was discretized following the well-mixed volumes assumption: 𝑝9& T&UVTW = X&7DYX&UV;UV + *4ZZ[\7Z] (𝐶P` − 𝐶9&)  
The change in concentration inside the electrode can be calculated by equating the 
temporal variation of the macropore and micropore concentration to the incoming ionic flux: 𝑝b$ T&cdTW + 𝑝be fE BT&gh,cTW + T&gh,iTW H = −*4ZZ[\7Z] (𝐶P` − 𝐶9&)  
The ionic current was calculated by substracting Nernst-Planck equations under the 
assumption of equal ionic diffusivities and averaging it over the flow channel volume.  The 
following current continuity equation was employed, introducing a fixed value for the leakage 
current, which was determined from the current vs time curves obtained experimentally: 𝑝be fE BT34546,cTW + T34546,iTW H = (𝐼'MN'L + 𝐼KJ`k) f[4546  ,      𝐼'MN'L = −2	𝐷Jnn𝐶9& ∆o6p[6p 𝐹  
The potential drop across the flow channel was calculated from the total cell voltage 
equation: −;6455;< + 2	𝑥	1	∆𝜙*+,,$ + ∆𝜙/0,$2 = ∆𝜙LO         
The model is completed by using equations (1) and (2) for the electrodes, considering 
both acidic and basic regions. 
Finally, at the end of the cell transport in the tubing from the effluent port of the CDI cell 
to the conductivity meter was modeled according to: 
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s&F4G:sW = 𝑣𝑒𝑙	 s&PJ`wsx − 𝐷9& s]&F4G:sx]    𝑣𝑒𝑙 = X$Z5yz , 𝐴nK|x = }	*<y~4]   
Equation which was solved considering that the fluid travels through a 7 cm tube before 
reaching the conductivity probe. 
 
3.1.4 CS-CMC cell simulation 
To understand the impacts of introducing the charged polysaccharide binders in the 
macrostructure, the cell was modeled employing a series of MCDI and CDI sub-units. The 
equations presented in 3.1.3 still hold for the CDI sub-units, while the MCDI fractions were 
modeled as follows: 
For the flow channel, the ionic fluxes continuity leads to: 𝑝9& T&UVTW = X&7DYX&UV;UV + *g[F] [(𝐶bE − 𝐶bf) −𝑀	∆𝜙b]  
Where the second term on the right is the distance averaged ionic flux across the 
membrane (Tedesco et al., 2016), which being rate limiting determines the rate of transport to 
and from the electrodes. 
The concentrations on the solution side at the membrane-solution interface and at the 
membrane-electrode interface with their corresponding Donnan potential drops were calculated 
according to (Tedesco et. al, 2016): 𝐶bE = 𝑀E + 4𝐶P`E    ,   ∆𝜙*,PE = sinhYf ±bE&FG 𝐶bf = 𝑀E + 4𝐶9&E     ,   ∆𝜙*,Pf = sinhYf ±bE&UV 𝑀 corresponds to the membrane’s fixed charge and will be positive in the case of an 
AEM and negative for a CEM.  
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The electrode concentration changes develop according to: 𝑝b$ T&cdTW + 𝑝be fE BT&gh,cTW + T&gh,iTW H = −*g[F] [(𝐶bE − 𝐶bf) −𝑀	∆𝜙b]  
The current conservation equation in this case is: 𝑝be fE BT34546,cTW + T34546,iTW H = (𝐼'MN'L + 𝐼KJ`k) f9	[4546  
While the potential drop across the membrane (∆𝜙b) can be obtained through the cell 
potential equation which leads to: 
∆𝜙b = 6455< YE	1∆od,c∆o,c2YE	(∆od,g]Y∆od,g)(Ek)   
The ionic current was calculated under the assumption that the concentration in the 
membrane is approximately equal to the fixed charge. Although this consideration is only valid 
for ideal membranes and we are indeed solving for interfacial concentrations, the assumption 
simplifies the number of variables considerably: 𝐼'MN'L = 𝐷P	𝑀	 ∆og	[F   
The parameter k in the total cell voltage expression comes from the current continuity 
between the flow channel and the membranes, and helps relate the potential drop across each 
domain: 𝐼PJP = 𝐼9&    ,   𝐷P	𝑀	 ∆og	[F = 2	𝐷Jnn𝐶9& ∆o6p[6p 𝐹  𝑘 = *F	b	[UVE	*4ZZ	&UV	[F  
The system is completed by making use of equations (1) and (2) to model adsorption in 
the electrodes. 
The parameters used in the model can be visualized in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Parameters used in the simulations 
 
Parameter Value [unit] Description Calculation 𝝈𝒄𝒉𝒆𝒎,𝑨 -0.26 [mol/l] Fixed chemical charge of acidic regions Fitted 𝝈𝒄𝒉𝒆𝒎,𝑩 0.01 [mol/l] Fixed chemical charge of basic regions Fitted 𝑪𝒔 85 [F/ml] Stern layer capacitance Fitted 𝑫𝒎 0.01 𝐷Jnn Diffusion coefficient across the binder layer Dykstra et al., 2017 𝑫𝒆𝒇𝒇 𝐷9&	𝑝9&f. Effective ionic diffusivity Bruggeman correction 𝑫𝑭𝑪 1.68 x 10-5 [m2/s] Ionic diffusivity Guyes et al. 2015 𝝆𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒄 0.4664 [g/ml] Electrode density Shang et al., 2017 𝑰𝒍𝒆𝒂𝒌 -0.01097 [mA] Leakage current Current vs time experiments 𝑴 0.6 - 2 [mol/L] Binder fixed charge Equilibrium expression fitted 𝑳𝒅𝒊𝒇 1.2 	𝐿9&  Characteristic length of transport from flow channel to the 
electrodes 
Fitted 𝑳𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒄 300 [um] Electrode depth Measured 𝑸 0.2 [ml/min] Flow rate Fixed 𝑫𝒕𝒖𝒃𝒆 0.5 [mm] Tube diameter Measured 𝑳𝒎 15 - 150 [um]  Thickness of binder layer Fitted 𝑨𝒔𝒖𝒑 150 [mm2] Electrodes surface area Measured 𝒑𝒎𝒂 0.35 Electrode macroporosity Shang et al., 2017 𝒑𝒎𝒊 0.25 Electrode microporosity Shang et al., 2017 𝒑𝑭𝑪 0.7 Flow channel porosity Shang et al., 2017 𝒓𝒉𝒐 0.4664 [g/cm3] Electrode density Shang et al., 2017 𝑽𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍 1.2 [V] Cell voltage Fixed 
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3.1.5 Am-Ox cell 
The Am-ox cell was not modeled in this occasion given that the Boehm titration revealed 
an asymmetry in the fixed charge present in anode and cathode. This would lead to an 
asymmetric ionic distribution, where ionic species would need to be tracked individually, and 
Faradaic reactions taking place in the cell would need to be considered, as well as the influent 
pH. The complexity embedded in this study is not justified for the analysis, provided the novelty 
of this work arises from the use of charged binders. An approximate description of this system 
could be achieved however, if an average fixed charge concentration which is equal in 
magnitude but opposite in polarity is assumed for the anode and cathode. However, these models 
have been extensively studied and published (Gao et al., 2016; Biesheuvel, 2015) and therefore, 
a simplified model describing the experimental curve would not add any significant value to this 
study. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 AR-PVDF modeling 
 
For the AR-C cell, it was possible to model the behavior achieving only an 8% error in 
the total salt adsorption capacity (Figure 7a), using a single CDI cell (Figure 7b). During the 
charging step, we achieve to observe a co-ion repulsion peak, product of a 0.25 mol/L imbalance 
between acidic and basic regions in the AR-C, which is consistent with the results obtained from 
the Boehm titrations performed in the lab in the background experiments; the only difference 
being that acidic groups surpass basic groups, which would be the case of a carbon that has 
undergone oxidation. Provided we are modeling a system which is symmetric from the anode’s 
perspective, the choice was made considering that an anode with fixed negative charge will 
release co-ions when first polarized.  We observe it disappear faster in the simulated system, 
which may be a product that in the model we are not including a mixing area at the beginning of 
the cell, and faster diffusion processes may occur at this position, given that the concentration 
gradient at this point is the highest. The driving force for mass transport is the difference in 
chemical potentials, which in this case we can relate to concentration given the dilute nature of 
the system. According to Fick’s law, the greater the difference in concentration, the greater the 
flux, and thus, at the inlet where one differential volume into the cell the concentration has 
dropped significantly as a result of polarization, and one differential volume outside the cell the 
concentration is still at 𝐶³ the flux in the axial direction will be the greatest, for this 
concentration difference between differential volumes is also the greatest that evolves in the cell. 
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Hence, the extended period and highest value of the co-ion repulsion peak observed in the 
experiment as opposed to the simulations, may have to do with the fact that the average 
concentration at the inlet is has this diffusive flux contribution that we are not accounting for. 
The most accurate approach would have been a Danckwert’s kind boundary condition, but we 
chose to reduce the fitting parameters by using a Dirichlet boundary condition. 
 
Figure 7. a) Comparison between the experimental data and the modeled curve for the AR-PVDF cell. It 
can be seen that the modeled system has faster adsorption/desorption kinetics. b) Schematic 
representation of the model used to depict behavior of the AR-PVDF cell. 
 
4.1.1 Stern capacitance and transport resistance 
The Stern layer capacitance is also an important value that needed to be fit. After trial and 
error, a value of 85 F/mL was obtained for the carbon under these conditions. The choice for 
such value comes from analyzing the effects of leakage current, height of co-ion repulsion peak, 
fluid dynamics, salt adsorption capacity and energy consumption in the modeled curve.  The 
effects of leakage were studied, and it was observed that the system achieves equilibrium at a 
later stage with increasing leakage current. When looking at the equations, this effect is logical 
a) b)
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since higher leakage implies a slower rate of change of the electronic charge and thus a slower 
change in the ionic charge density. However, the leakage current was determined from the 
experimental curves and this value was fixed throughout the simulations. Therefore, the diffusion 
timescale of the ions from the flow channel to the electrode was fitted, using an equivalent 
diffusion length that is 20% greater than that of the flow channel, adjusting in this way the 
resistance to ionic transport. 
 A co-ion repulsion peak similar to the one in the experiments could be observed across 
the simulations by varying Stern capacitance between 70 – 85 F/mL. However, with lower 
capacitance values, the SSA from the experiments was not possible to achieve. The number of 
sub-units in series was increased then, to observe the impact of fluid dynamics on the system. 
When increasing the number of stirred tanks in series, the fluid motion approaches the plug flow 
case, and thus, there is less mixing in the flow channel and the concentration is higher in each 
sub-domain. This is the reason why in Figure 8, we observe a lower concentration peak at a 
slightly earlier time. However, the fact that the curve expands further indicates that there was a 
greater amount of salt stored in the system. By fitting the resistance to the flow of current from 
the flow channel to the electrode, an SSA that differs only 8% from the experimental value was 
obtained. 
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Figure 8. Comparison of modeled systems with different Stern capacitances. The curves reflect the 
impacts of fluid dynamics. 
 
4.2 CS-CMC cell modeling 
For the polysaccharide bound electrodes, a model employing CDI and MCDI cells in 
series was developed to verify the hypothesis that charged binders cover pores and introduce 
distributed ion-selectivity within the electrode macrostructure. The first thing to note about the 
results obtained experimentally is that there is a “hump” in the charging step below the influent 
concentration (Figure 3a), after which there is another decay in concentration, and finally the 
concentration increases linearly and does not return to the influent value. Although the 
MCDI/CDI hybrid system was not entirely accurate in depicting this exact behavior, results that 
may explain what has been observed experimentally for the binder were obtained. 
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4.2.1 Case study 2: CDI-MCDI in series 
The CDI system that was fit for the AR-PVDF cell was taken as reference for the 
modeled CDI sub-units, meaning the parameters used for the modeling of this cell remain 
unchanged in each sub-unit. The first modification made to the model was to add an MCDI cell 
in series, whose surface area coverage corresponded to 7.5% of the total area, that is, it has been 
assumed that the binder influenced the current across an area that was equal to its percentage in 
the electrode formulation (Figure 9). For this first modification, the binder was assumed to 
possess a typical membrane’s thickness, i.e. 150 um (Dykstra et al., 2017) and a fixed charge 
equal to CS’s at pH 5. The measured leakage current from the experiments was also distributed 
proportionally to the percentage of material in the electrode, provided this value is taken 
analogous to the projected area. Figure 10a shows the result in comparison to the experimental 
binder curve obtained. What we observe, is a slightly faster decay in salt concentration when 
polarizing the electrodes than in the AR-PVDF system, which is certainly what we would expect 
for an IEM (Biesheuvel et al., 2011). The main distinctive feature of this system is that the co-ion 
repulsion peak disappears and that we achieve greater SSA, provided the greater area of the 
charging step curve. This result approaches what we would expect from an MCDI system 
(Biesheuvel et al., 2011), although we are not visualizing fully the improvements made to 
traditional CDI systems through the addition of membranes because the electrode surface area 
that exhibits MCDI behavior is only 7.5 % of the total. It is informative at this point, however, to 
observe how macropore and micropore concentrations change in each domain as a result of the 
membrane addition (Figures 10b & 10c). As expected, contrary to the CDI sub-unit, the 
membrane enhances salt removal by storing ions in the macropores, hence increasing the 
micropore concentration. The decay in the macropore concentration may be due to the low 
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charge density we are attributing to the membrane, and thus diffusive transport of ions back into 
the flow channel as a result of the concentration gradient is not completely hindered. 
 
 
Figure 9.  Schematic representation of the model used to depict behavior of the CS-CMC cell in case 
study 2. The green and red bars correspond to an anion-exchange membrane and a cation-exchange 
membrane, respectively. 
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Figure 10. Case study 2: Experimental curve of the CS-CMC system in comparison to a system with a 
CDI and an MCDI in series, where the MCDI unit affected 7.5% of the total area, and the AR-PVDF cell. 
The MCDI parameters used for this simulation could be representative of commercial IEMs. Figures b 
and c correspond to the evolution of the concentration in the macro and micropore regions, where A 
means acidic and B basic, in each sub-unit. 
 
 
4.2.2 Case study 3: CDI-MCDI in series with decreased membrane thickness 
One thing to note about the experimental curve obtained is the “hump” observed when 
the cell is returning to equilibrium. This behavior may be attributed to rapid transport favored by 
the binder, which being much faster than ionic transport in the CDI cell dictates the overall 
behavior. To verify this hypothesis, the system described before was modified in such a way that 
a) 
b) c) 
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the thickness of the membrane was reduced to one tenth of its initial value, thus approaching the 
thickness of a polymer coating. Figure 11a shows the charging cycle under these conditions. 
What can be observed is that the macropore concentration in the MCDI cell returns to the 
influent value (Figure 11b), thus indicating that the concentration in the macropore region is so 
high that diffusive transport back into the flow channel is greater than the electromigration 
contribution, and the screening effect of the membrane’s fixed charge is not sufficient to prevent 
transport motivated by the diffusion gradient. An indication that it is the membrane governing 
the cell’s behavior is Figure 11a where it is seen that the effluent concentration is a lagged 
version of the membrane’s flow channel volume, which makes sense considering the membrane 
is positioned at the end of the cell and its adsorption capacity is far greater than the CDI sub-
unit’s. 
 
Figure 11. a) Charging cycle of a CDI-MCDI system, with the MCDI cell covering 7.5% of the total area, 
assuming a membrane thickness that is 10% out of the original value. The concentration in the flow 
channel of each sub-unit is taken as reference b) Macropore concentration in each sub-unit. 
 
4.2.3 Case study 4: Distribution of the MCDI sub-units along the cell 
An arrangement composed of 10 sub-units was used to assess the impacts of the 
heterogeneity of the electrode given that in reality, the binder is distributed in the electrode 
a) b) 
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matrix. The sub-units for this configuration followed the order: CDI, MCDI, CDI, CDI, CDI, 
CDI, MCDI, MCDI, MCDI, CDI, and a visual representation of these scheme can be found in 
Figure 12. This configuration was chosen under the assumption that given the higher 
concentration gradients that would result from MCDI cells desalinating faster downstream and 
CDI cells receiving higher influent concentrations and desalinating slower upstream, more 
mixing would occur and more diffusional limitations will appear. Figure 13 corroborates this 
assumption, since it can be seen that the effluent’s concentration is higher than in Case 3 and 
there is a slight broadening of the curve. Still we observe an effluent concentration above the 
baseline, which is indicative of the existence of concentration gradients across the membrane 
which exceed the adsorption rate capabilities of the actual system. 
 
Figure 12. Schematic representation of the binder cell configuration implemented from cases 4 onwards, 
the only difference being the relative percentage of CDI to MCDI cells which is slightly lower for cases 5 
& 6. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of the CDI-MCDI system from Case 3 and Case 4 which intercalates 10 CDI and 
MCDI sub-units. 
 
4.2.4 Case study 5: Modification of the area covered by MCDI sub-units 
The binder is technically not entirely exposed to the flow channel solution creating a 
selective barrier, but rather embedded in the electrode matrix which may result in the rapid 
transport effect observed in previous cases not to be as pronounced. Even if there is no screening 
of charge, the resulting transport processes will be a result of regions affected by the binder in 
immediate proximity with others that will exhibit typical CDI behavior. Hence, the surface area 
covered by the binder was decreased to 5% and the CDI coverage increased to 95%. Figure 14 
shows how the behavior starts approximating the experimental data. 
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Figure 14. Comparison of cases 4 & 5. The difference in the curves is directly related to the distribution 
of MCDI units along the cell. 
 
4.2.5 Case study 6: Reduction of the effective binder’s fixed charge 
It may be the case that given the interwoven nature of the electrode matrix some of the 
binder’s charge is screened. Moreover, one of the initial assumptions of the model was that the 
carbon was oxidized, and thus the local pH in the binder’s environment may not necessarily be 
equal to that of the influent. Thus, the fixed charge concentration was adjusted by reducing it to 
half its original value. The charging cycle results can be observed in Figure 15a & 15b. Using 
these parameters, a rapid increase in concentration is observed but the effluent concentration 
does not fall above the baseline, indicating that transport affected by the binder’s fixed charge is 
slower, and so is the concentration gradient that develops across the selective interface. This 
reduced “induced capacity” by the binder results in the CDI sub-units having to desalinate a less 
concentrated flow channel and take in the salt released back by the MCDI units. The effluent 
finally reaches the baseline, indicating saturation of all the sub-units present in the cell, and loss 
of MCDI benefits. Proof of this behavior are the macropore concentration trends that Figures 16a 
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& 16b show, where a decline is observed in the CDI units concentration, whereas an initial 
increase and posterior decrease occurs in the MCDI subunits. Given that the micropore 
concentration follows the same trend (Figure 17), these are not ions that have been stored, but 
rather released back into the flow channel. This behavior suggests that after reaching a peak 
macropore concentration the MCDI subunits will start behaving as CDI desalination units. 
Nonetheless, it is important to distinguish between concentration and amount of salt stored. If we 
calculate the number of moles that were stored in the MCDI and CDI subunits, we observe the 
value is lower in the MCDI cell (Figure 18a). Although we cannot assure that the effective 
macropore concentration in the binder system is overall higher than what we observe, this 
conclusion points towards the fact that mixing inside the electrode may play a significant role in 
the overall desalination performance. Because the cells rather than being in series in the axial 
direction are also in series in the x-direction, the combination of effects may result in a higher 
SSA than that observed with the model (Figure 18b). 
Moreover, we have assumed the percentage of binder in the composition should be 
somewhat representative of the covered pores proportion, but given the simplistic nature of our 
model the actual contribution of MCDI units may be higher. This parameter may be easily 
modified, but doing so implies changes in other features, such as the “hump” in the charging 
stage, and so we limit the analysis to the explanation of the main distinctive features of this 
modified system.  
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Figure 15. a) Comparison between the charging step in modeled systems 5 and 6. b) Comparison between 
Case 6 and the experimental data 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 16. a) Evolution of macropore concentration in MCDI sub-units. b) Evolution of macropore 
concentration in CDI sub-units. 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 17. Evolution of micropore concentrations in MCDI and CDI sub-units. The behavior of the MCDI 
cells starts approaching that of CDI cells. 
 
 
 
Figure 18. a) Macropore moles of salt for a CDI and an MCDI sub-unit. The dotted curve represents the 
addition of both CDI and MCDI macropore regions. b) Combined macropore concentration assuming the 
macrostructure is well-mixed. 
 
 
 
b) a) 
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4.2.6 Energy consumption 
Introduction of the polysaccharide binders lowered the energy consumption of the system. The 
results obtained through the modeled system can be visualized in Figure 19. We observe how 
after the point where the MCDI units stop behaving as such, the total charge applied curve 
reaches the AR-PVDF system’s. When breaking down the contribution to the total charge of 
MCDI and CDI sub-units we obtain the dotted lines in Figure 19. It is evident that the energy 
consumption of MCDI is significantly lower, thus pointing towards a different proportion of 
MCDI to CDI units. However, the results observed in the applied charge behavior, resemble 
what can be concluded from the ionic fluxes. 
 
Figure 19. Applied electronic charge comparison between AR-PVDF and charged binders model, with a 
breakdown between the charge applied to the MCDI and CDI cells in the CS-CMC model. 
 
4.2.7 Performance variation as a function of pH and determination of optimal pKa 
It is known that pH affects the degree of ionization of chemical species. In the case of 
CS, a higher pH than 6.3 implies that there will be a predominance of its deprotonated form. 
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Contrary to what is observed experimentally with the binder, the model interprets that the fixed 
charge in the MCDI unit is almost null, and so the behavior approaches a CDI cell. This is also in 
alignment with the assumption that both IEM’s are symmetric, since CMC preserves its fixed 
charge while CS becomes progressively less positive. Therefore, the model may predict greater 
losses in desalination performance than the actual system does (Figure 20). Moreover, ions in the 
effluent need to diffuse through the electrode matrix and there might not be such a direct 
relationship as the one predicted by the equilibrium in terms of the degree of ionization of the 
species. It is also important to highlight that pH changes inside the electrode are not being 
considered and there might be other factors contributing to changes in local pH. Figure 21a 
shows how the simulated curve starts to resemble the AR-PVDF curve (Figure 7a), which is in 
agreement with the fact that the lower the fixed charge in the MCDI sub-units the greater the 
similarities with CDI behavior. 
Finally, the curve from Case 7 was taken as a reference to assess the ideal pKa of the 
binder species to be immune to pH fluctuations. After trial and error, the curve at pH 9 using a 
pKa value of 10 was practically identical to the curve obtained using CS’s pKa at pH 5 (Figure 
21b). 
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Figure 20. (Kim et al., in prep.) Desalination curves as a function of pH for the CS-CMC system. A 
decline in SSA is observed when deviating further from Chitosan’s pKa of 6.3. 
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Figure 21. a) Comparison of the modeled system’s performance at different pH. The loss of selectivity 
when the pH is higher is clearly observed. b) Charging step comparison between Case 7 and the same cell 
configuration assuming a binder pKa of 10 and pH 9. 
 
 
  
b) 
a) 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
It was possible to capture the distinctive features exhibited by CDI cells using electrodes 
with polysaccharide binders, although the model did not fit the experimental data. As for the AR-
PVDF system, a co-ion repulsion peak, which is normally neglected in published CDI models, 
was simulated. The effectiveness of fixed chemical charge in getting rid of this undesired 
behavior was also corroborated. 
The development of this model shed light on the complexities that studying transport at 
the micro/nano scale level may embed. While we were not able to directly prove the 
electrosorption capacity of macropores, we did observe interesting behaviors in ionic transport 
induced by the introduction of fixed charge, such as rapid transport across thin interfaces 
affected by high concentration gradients. For this system to be thoroughly represented, it may 
seem accurate to include mixing inside the electrode structure. It would also be wise to solve for 
the mass balance of each species individually, to fully realize the impact of both anodic and 
cathodic binders in the cell, as well as pH.  This study exceeded the scope of the present work. 
However, the findings suggest that measuring desalination performance in a modified CDI unit 
with known macrostructure and fixed charge symmetry may reveal interesting ionic transport 
mechanisms which are up to date not fully understood. 
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